
Hoot
August 24th, 1:30-3:30 pm

(G, 76 minutes)
“Hoot” is a film about three middle school children who try to save a burrowing 

owl habitat from being bulldozed by a developer who intends to turn the site into a 
pancake house. A hopeful message about children making a difference.
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Bambi
August 3rd, 1:30-3:30 pm

 (Approved, 70 minutes)
Bambi makes friends with the animals of the forest & learns the skills needed to survive. 
One day, the hunters come, and Bambi must learn to be brave to lead the deer to safety.

Princess Mononoke
August 10th, 1:30-3:30 pm

(PG: 134 Minutes)
A young warrior journeys to the forests of the west where he encounters a fierce 

campaign humans are waging on the forest. The Lady Eboshi and her loyal clan use their 
guns against the gods of the forest and a brave young woman, Princess Mononoke.

FernGully
August 17th, 1:30-3:30 pm

(G, 76 minutes)
the fairy people of FernGully have never seen humans before, but when chrysta 

sees one, Zak, she accidentally shrinks him down to her size. But there is trouble in 
FernGully, for Zak is part of a logging team who is there to cut down the forest.

The fire closures have really made us appreciate our riverside forest and the shade it 
provides us along its trails. The Bosque is also an important wildlife habitat. August’s 

matinees feature forests and the creatures affected by human interface. Films are FREE.

Furry Vengeance
August 31st, 1:30-3:30 pm

(pG, 92 minutes)
A real estate developer is about to launch a new housing subdivision project in the 

pristine wilderness of Oregon. A man-versus-animal farce in which the animals teach 
humans the environmental consequences of the callous use of nature.
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